YONIC SOUTH
‘TWIX & DIVE’

WATCH ‘TELL ME WHY’ OFFICIAL VIDEO
A tribute to Techno Viking by band guitarist Adrian Palace
Following last year’s debut EP ‘Wild Cobs’ garage punk agitators and gabber nutters Yonic South
return with ‘Twix & Dive’.
Comprised of tracks dating back to their early days, before current drummer ‘Johnny Lad’ joined the
band, the EP reveals a group adopting a refreshingly naïve, DIY approach.
Made using rudimentary equipment and lo-fi recording techniques, the four tracks included cover a
wide and ambitious spectrum, from Oasis covers and Anfield soundtracks to psych noise ballads and
Techno Viking dedications.
On their version of ‘Rock‘n’Roll Star’, the band evoke the gleefully distorted sound of William Reid
(JAMC) taking an aesthetic scalpel to the Gallagher brothers original. Whilst ‘On’ displays the band’s
sweeter side, all fervent chants and euphoric hooks lurking beneath a siege of gnarled guitars. The
EP’s lead single ‘Tell Me Why’ represents the perfect, deranged ode to Nordic powerhouse and king of
the street rave Techno Viking (the protagonist of the accompanying single artwork and video) And
with ‘Stevie G King of Anfield’ the band sign off with an atmospheric instrumental of melodic garage
rock set to the dulcet tones of Steven Gerrard’s final game farewell speech. A proper scouse
tearjerker.
There’s plenty more to come from this lot but for now ‘Twix & Dive’ goes to prove that with Yonic
South, anything goes.
Recorded and mixed by Yonic South at their HQ, Stanzino, and mastered by Riccardo Zamboni at the
Trai Studio in Inzago, Milan.
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Biography
Italian three-piece Yonic South play a crude and boisterous brand of smash & grab garage punk
laced with heady hits of psych and grinding bursts of noise.
Comprised of members of Bee Bee Sea and Miss Chain & The Broken Heels, and sustained by a dripfeed of San Miguel, the band harbour obsessions with Twix bars, Gabber & hardcore techno, and
Liverpool football club.
In a squalid and assaultive sound that incorporates fanaticism and surreal humour, the band
produce a signature new take on the myriad ferocities of Thee Oh Sees, Black Lips, and The Jesus &
Mary Chain, whilst recalling the madcap irreverence of the Country Teasers and Swell Maps.
Their prolific touring schedule has seen them deliver riotous live performances around their native
Italy and on a recent European tour which saw them share stages with the likes of King Khan,
Preoccupations, and Warmduscher.
2019 saw the release of their debut EP ‘Wild Cobs’ on cult Italian labels La Tempesta Dischi & Fuzzy
Cluster Records
Their latest, ‘Twix & Dive’ – an EP that finds them penning dedications to the Techno Viking meme /
bloke and the mightiest chocolate bar of them all - is set for release on May 15th, 2020.
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